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Placer Option Expires On The Fuller Property: Vedron 

Plans Exploration Drilling For Fuller 
 

TORONTO, ONTARIO--(CCNMatthews - Apr 2, 2004) -   

 

Vedron Gold Inc. ("Vedron") is pleased to announce that the  

option of Placer Dome (CLA) Limited ("Placer") on Vedron's Fuller  

Property has expired. Placer had the option to earn a 51%  

interest in the Fuller Property by spending $4.5 million over a  

term of three years. The three year term ended on March 29, 2004.  

Placer performed exploration work on the property for the initial  

one and one half years of the term. Placer then formed the  

Porcupine Joint Venture with Kinross Gold and suspended further  

work on the Fuller Property.   

 

Vedron plans to resume exploration drilling on the Fuller  

Property in 2004. The Fuller Property is located in Tisdale  

Township on the favorable geology that has seen fifty million  

ounces of gold production within a three mile radius around the  

Fuller gold deposit. Vedron drilled 83 holes from 1996 to 1998  

and increased the gold resource from 70,000 ounces to over  

600,000 ounces grading 8 grams per tonne. The Fuller property has  

been developed by a decline ramp to 650 feet with five levels.   

 

During the past year management made a strategic decision to  

acquire promising gold properties gold properties in the Timmins  

area. The expiry of the Placer option puts a total three Timmins  

area ramp developed gold properties under operating control of  

Vedron, the Fuller Property, Davidson Tisdale Property and The  

Ramp Gold Property. Vedron plans to advance all three properties  

towards production with exploration drilling and pre-production  

work over the next 18 months.  
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Vedron Gold Inc. 

Thomas Meredith 

President 

416-368-0099 

416-368-1539  (FAX) 

vedron.com 

The TSX Venture Exchange has neither approved nor disapproved the 

information contained herein and does not accept responsibility 

for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 


